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      THE FRICTION COEFFICIENTS OF LIQUIDS. 

                13y Jnsusnlaulut S:\nlr'snt\tA, Hiwco AxaalAru 
                           and Tuslllzo Isc\mltA. 

                          Introduction 

    When hvo solid surf.•tces are hrought into contact and made to slide the one 
on the other, the friction force comes into. play. The friction is generally lessened 
by the presence of a liquid film behveen the solid surfaces. if a solid body of 
weight IV is made just to slide on a horizontal surface by means of a force F 
whose direction is parallel to the surface, then F/lh is known as the coefficient 
of friction. Thus, 

               Friction rt`sistancc _ F _ 
                Normal weight' GV-~~ 

The friction coefficient may differ accm•ding to whether motion is imparted to the 
body at rest or whether the force /' is required to keep the body in motion. In 
the fonncr case the coefficient is known as the static friction coefficient while in 
the latter as the kinetic friction coefficient. 

   Although a large number of investigators have published data hearing on 
the subject of lubrication, most of them conducted their experiments on the 
standpoint of the practical application. Moreover, the variations in their operating 
conditions and the indefiniteness of the chemical nature of the liquids used tlms 

prevented any correlation of [heir results. 
    In practice, there are tu'o types of lubrication, complete or film lubrication 

in which the solid faces are completely separated by a thick film of an oil, and 

incomplete or boundary lubrication in which the faces are separated by a very 
thin film which may be sometimes only one molecule thick. The theory of com-

plete lubrication is a problem in hydrodynamics, and outside the scope of the 
present investigation. 

   The friction coefficients of some `chemically definite substances have been 
measured by W. T3. Hardy and his collaborators'I='. It scents necessary, however, 
to test their results and to extend the measurements, with the hope: of finding 

     i) \V. R. Ilnnly and Coworkers, P/ril. erg., 38, 3z Q9t9): 411, zot Q9zo); J. Cheer. Sx., 127, 
t xo7 Q9z5): P.n<. Ror. .Soc. A100, 5go Q9zx); 101, 4s7 (t9zz); 104, z5 U9z3); 108, t (t9z5); '•Co!• 
!erlerl S<ieut~r Pefrcrs of Sir fYillimn Brslr H.rrrij~ ", ((~mlrridge, 1936). 

     z) L I1niLtcdny, f. Chtnr. Sor., Ill, zS75 (t9zz); Pier. Roy. Sna, AIOA, 3qt (tgzq).
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the relations behveen the friction coefficient and other properties, especially 

molecular constihltions of the liquids. 

    We have measured the boundary lubrications of chemically pure substances 

as well as mixtures of known compositions. The static and the kinetic (riction 

coefficients have been measured ny using several different methods, which were 

designed in our laboratory.'"'"' In the present ]killer one of the methods for 

measuring the static friction coefficient is described. 

                       Experimental Procedure. 

    'fh c aplklratus is shown in Fig. I. A is the glass or the metal plate of 

plane surface Ivhich is settled on a suitable stand. _ l; is the slider with a convex 

            dry air D 
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                                     Fig. 1. 

spherical surface, the radius of curvature of which is h cm. The weighe of the 

slider is adjusted by putting lead shots on it. C is a thin copfxr wire, one end 

of which is hitched to the cutting of the slider B. 1'he other end of C is con-

nected with the middle part of the pointer 17 of a prescription balance. 

B 
C 
    ~~ ~~c 

             B C 

                                     Fig. z. 

   Fig. z shows the upper and the side views of T~ and C. C is made of two 

pieces of wire, short and long, each having a small hook at one end and a small 

     3) J. Snmeshinm and Coworkers, Bull. C/rene. Soc. Jopmr, I I, fi59 (!93F•)~ I I, 7T 0936): 12, yG 
0937); I2, 1z7 f1937)• 

     q) IL Aknumlu, Brdl. Gaur. Snt. Jupmr, 13, 127 f193s)~ 
     5) 'I'. Snsnki, Ba/!. Chnn. Sar~. Jrpmr, 13, r.34 (193$1.
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ring at the other. The short piece is ]titched to a cutting on the rim of the 

slider, and stretched out through another cutting opposite to thr first one. The 

long piece is hooked to the ring of the short piece and to the pointer of the 

balance. 

    A and b' arc put in a glass case, provided with a vessel containing calcium 

chloride. A current of dry air is passed through the case during the observation 

to prevent the effect of moisture on the surfaces and the lubricating liquid. The 

lubricating liquid is poured on d and [hen the slider B is put on it. The posi-

tion of the slider is adjusted so that the 1)ointcr D takes the upright position, 

the right and the Icft pans being balanced. 

    Now, fine sand is poured in a thin stream from a reservoir to the right pan 
~T

. The quantity of sand gradually increases until finally -the right pan goes 

downward, ,the pointer inclines to the right side, and the slider A stoves 

rightward. Then C is detached Gom D and the weight of the sand on the right 

pan F_ is measured by putting balance weights on the left pan G. 

    Let the weight of the sand be .r, the length between a and L be !, and the 

distance between G and c be !', then the force acting on the slider is expmssed 

by the following eyuation 

           F=sue . 
So the coeflicicnt of friction is obtained by 

F 
                !1= FY 

where lY denotes the weight of the slider, i.e. the sum of the weight of slider, 
lead shots and one half of the wire C. 

    IC was already known that the coefficient of friction is not seriously affected 
by the 'change of temperature"1. We conducted, therefore, our experiments at 
room temperature without special adjushncnt of the temperature. Lt the experi-

ments, we took the readings of the value s several times for a definite value of 
1Y, and then made their average. The value of P/! u•as [.22 or 1.23 for the 
balances used in the present measurements. 'Phe values of 11' varied between to 

and 4o grams. 

    I[ is a matter of the utmost importance that the sliding surfaces are suflicicntly 

clean and entirely free from any greasy mattes The surfaces of glass and metal 

have been cleaned by the following methods. , 

     6) w. B. hardy and I. Dnubleday, Fror. A'ny. Sx., A101, 4Sy (r9z).
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    The glass plate and the glass slider were boiled for half an hour with a 

chromic acid solution, washed and rubbed with the finger tip under the running 

tap water, and finally rinsed wilt distilled water. 'T'hey were dried in a desiccatoz 

containing calciwu chloride, a current of dry air being passed. No grease d•as 

applied on the ground part of the desiccaton to avoid the contamination of the 

glass surfaces. 

     Hardy and Doubleday'' cleaned the surface of steel, for the measurement of 

friction coefficient, " 6y washing with soap and water, rubbing vigorously with 

the finger tip in a stream of tnp water until water wetted the entire surface, 

rinsing with. perfectly dry pure alcohol, and allowing to drain in air ". We 1[ave 

tried this method for the cleaning of the surfaces of silver. Rnt the result was 

not satisfactory for the surface from which water tvas repelled completely by 

washing it with soap and rinsing with water. We could not obtain. the- surface 

wetta6le with water by rubbing it with the finger tip in a stream of tap water. 

This is, probably, caused by the adsorption in tnonomolecular layer of soap 

molecule on the metallic surface, orientating the hydrocarbon group ouhvard and 

anchoring the metal atom to the surface. \Ve have cleaned the surface in the 

following manner. 
    "I h e silver surface was polished, at first, with rouge-paper and flannel, and 

then n•asbed electrolytically 6y electrolysing the mixture of the equal volumes of 

one per cent solutions of caustic soda and alcohol The electrolytic cell con-

sisted of platinum anode and silver cathode. 1'he electrolysis was conducted at 

6 volts and o.[-0.2 ampere, being continued (or 30-60 minutes. The surface of 

cathode was cleaned by the discharge of hydrogen on it After such a treatment, 
•the surace tvas rinsed with distilled water and then with drains of distilling 

alcohol for one hour by hanging the plate at dte outlet of the condenser tube of 

the distillation apparatus. It was dried in a desicca[er by passing a current of 

dry air. The silver plate cleaned by such a manner was readily wetted with 

water, alcohols, organic acids and hydrocarbons. The surfaces of glass and silver 

were cleaned by the above manner before each measurement. 

                 Friction Coefficients of Pure Liquids. 

    The liquids tested were of possible purity and were dehydrated and (ractiou-

ally distilled before the experiment The aliphatic hydrocarbons, such as hexane, 

usually contain some unsaturated hydrocarbons as impurities. These impurities 

      7) N'. I3. Ilnuly and 1. UouLledny, Pmc. RnJ~. Sx., AI00, ggo Qgzz}
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can not be removed merely by distillation. The sample containing these im-

purities gives sometvha[ lower friction coefficients. The hydrocarbon used in .the 

present experiments wlts ptiriBed by shaking with fuming sulphuric acid for 

several days, dried over metallic sodium and then distilled. The sample of 

glycerol was obtained by fractionating several times under reduced pressure and 

then crystalliring. 

   The observed friction coefficients of various liquids for glass on glass and 

silver on silver. are given in Table I.

           'I'
ablc 1. 

Static friction cxfticients of pore ]iyoids.

Liynid

Nn 1 

\Vatcr 

Methyl alcohol 

Ethyl alcohol 

n-Prnpyl alcohol 

n-ISutyl almhol 

n-Amyl nlchol 

n-Tiezyl alcohol 

n-Ileptyl alcohol 

n-Cctp] alcohol

lip uid (clean surfaces)

1{.O 

C[IyOIt 
Ca IyO1 [ 

CHy(CIG}~OI[ 

C{Iy(CI (_)yO{I 

CHy(C([.)yOII 

cH,(cI [,k~H 

cr{y(cl {yourl

Acetic acid 

Yropionic acid 

Butyric acid 

n-V0leric acid 

n-Caproic acid 

a•i{eplylic acid 

Caprylic acid 

NOnylic acid

CHyCOO1 [ 

CgyCHyCOOr C 
CEiy(CEI_}COUH 

CHy((;I L)_COOH 

CHy(CI L)aCOOH 

CHy(CPi.)y000H 
Cliy(CI Ic)~~COOII

Methyl acetate 

Ethy] acetate 

n-Pmpyl acetate 

o-Butyl acetate 

a-Amyl acetate 

a-Octy] acetate 

Ethyl prnpi0nale 

Etlg9 6utylate 

)tethyl salitylate

CHyCOOCI [y 

CHyCOOC.I[y 

CHyCO0('yl Ir 

CHyCOOCyI [~ ~ 

CHaCOOCsI{t~ 

Cyt[SCOOC7Hy 

CyIt-COOCyI Iy 

Cst{,rOI [COOCIIy

   Friction coe6cienl 

J;lass on glass silver

 Inr 

0n silver

t.oq 

0.90 

o.j9 

0.72 

o.6q 
o.Go 

0.57 

0.5:.

t.oq 

n9t 

0.90 

0.83 

o.Sq 

0.76 

o.GS 

0.GG 

0.56 

0.53

o.W 

0.58 

0.59 

0.Gt 

0.59 

o.Gz 

0.53 

0.57

o.gx 

o.8q 

o.7t 

a.59 

0.54 

0 45 

o;r 

0.27

0.87 

0.8t 

o.8r 

o.7S 

0.7q 

0.73 

0.80 

o.So 

o.G9

o.Sz 

0.73 

o.GB 

o.GB 

o.Gz 

0.83 

0.77

.~ _~0 ~~~.,. as
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Aamnc 

I~fethy4 ethyl ketone 

DietLyl ketone 

Acelnp6cnane 

n-7lezmm 

1/•IlClltllnl' 

n-( Iclanc 

n-Nonnnc 

Benzene 

Toluene 

n-Xylene 

Glycerol 

f_Ileic ncid

(CI I~CO 
CI hCOC_I L, 

C,1IyC.OGI L, 

C.el-[SLYx'I I1

L'1 ly(CI I:jrCl h 
(tFh(CI I])a(.I 1a 

CI I;~CI L_kCl lz 

CI lz(CI GhCI Iz 

Ccl Is 

(;Ir, 

~ sl llo 

(C1L(Illh 
CI~I fy~CUO1[

0.86 

0.83 

o.5q 

073

0.85 

0.71. 

0.75 

0.76 

0.76 

0.86 

0.29

0.§6 

O.9q 

0.97 

0.97 

o.2q

C 
L u 

V 

C

/A

0.8

0.6

o~

o.z

Glass on glass

c 

V 

C C 
C_ 
U

,a

0.5

o.G

O.Q

0.3

Silver on silver

°~ O Alcohols '~ °d O Almhols 

     ® Acids - ® Acids 
      O Esters O Esters 

o.a o.i 

  o zo qo 60 3o roo tzo [qo r6o [go o zo 40 6o So too t:n tqo r6o 
                        Moleculnr weight ~totetulnr weight 

                  Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 

    In Fig. g and q the friction coe(Ticients arc plotted against the molecular 

weight of the liquid. From these values we sec Wat the friction for glass on 

glass is not affected much by the change of the molecular weight of the liquid, 

while that for silver on silver changes remarkably with the molecular weight. 

The friction behveen silver surfaces decreases by the increase in the moleculer 

weight of the member in a homologous series. 

   This fact may be explained b}' the affinity of the liquid molecule and the 

ggrfaCe. "('Ite molecule of alcohol, acid or Cster has small affinity- to glass surface,

rS°
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but great affinity to silver surface. So the molecules orientate more regularly on 

silver than glass, the polar group being attached to the solid surface. In this 

case, the longer molecule may arrange more regularly than the shorter one, and, 

therefore, the liquid of high molecular weight has small friction coefficient. 

    Glycerol shows relatively large friction, which indicates that the viscosity of 

liquid has no significance on the boundary friction. The hydrocarbons have large 

friction coe(Iieicnts both for glass on glass and for metal on metal. This may be 

explained by the fact that the hydrocarbon molecules have no polar group, and, 

therefore, they take no orientation on the surface, or they hardly make a film 

between the surfaces. If the sample of hydrocarbon contains a minute quantity 

of polai substance as impurity, then the friction is ]otsercd considerably. The 

purest sample must be used for the measurement. The polar substance is 

adsorbed selectively on the solid surface and shows profound effect at the friction. 

This fact was proved by the following experiments. 

                  Friction Coefficients of Solutions. 

    1'he static friction coefficients foi~ glass on glass have been measured of the 

solution of ]molar substance in nonpolar solvent For example, oleic acid in 

toluene or halmitic acid in m-xylene etc. TLe results are shown in Table II and 

big. 5. 

                             TaLlc I1. 
                      Friction cceliicicnts nI dilute solutions (or glrss on glas

(1940)

Solent &ilule Concentration of whLLe 

      per cent
Friction vieflicient

Pure toluene 

Toluene Oleic acid

Pnre oleic acid

i

0.05 

oa 

0.5 

r.o 

z.o

0.76 

0.53 

0.43 

0.36 

0.38 

o.zg

Pure m-xylene 

m-Svlenc 

Fure n-nonxne 

u-Nonane

Yalmilic acid

Yalmitic acid

O.1 

0.5 

1A 

2.0 

q.0 

2.O

i

o.7G 

o.q3 

0.3 ~ 

o.zg 

o.;~ 

o.3z 

o.7G 

0.3~
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                  Fig. 5. 

Diction or oiliness. Such an adsorption, ho~.v 

between the solid surface and the liquid 

molecules will not be so complete as that de 

natural, therefore, that the Diction of the fo 

This Lict has been proved experimentally in 

later. ~.o~ 
    The same idea as above

9fi~~lt~mitt~ Vol. 14n No. 3
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      In the practical engineering, 

  a patent "germ. process " by Wells 

  and Southcom6c"~ depends on the 

  fact that the addition to mineral 

  oil of small percentage of such 

  compounds as fatty acids that 

  lower the interfacial tension be-

  hveen water and oil gives excep-

  tionally good lubricating values. 

     It may be said that, in bound-

 ary lubrication, the fricton de-

  pends only upon the adsorbed 

  layer, and the other part of the 

  solution does not impart the 

ever, will be a dynamical equilibrium 

in mass, so the orientation of the 

posited by I3lodgett's method. It is 

rn~er is much greater than the latter. 

our laboratory and will be shown

(1940)

may be extended to the case 

when the solvent is also polar, 

but the phenomena arc more 

complicate. The addition of 

a small quantity of a fatty 

substance is not effective gener-

ally. The results are shown 

in Table III and Fig. 6. 

    We see, Dom Fig. 6, that 

the friction coefficient of the 

mixtures of oleic acid and acetic 

acid, as well as water and 

acetic acid, is nearly equal to

o.A

a.fi

O.4

C 

.
` 

C

o.z

O Water-Alcohol 

® Watcr-Acetic acid 

~ Oleic acid-Acetic acid

                                     o :ro 40 6a 
 as well as water and R'ater 

                                    Oleic acid 
c acid, is nearly equal to Fig. 6: 

8) Ii. \f. K'ells and J. E. Snuthcombe, f So:. Chcn,. J.uL, 39, St T Qgzo).

No xoa 

    Almhol 

  Acelic acid
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 ]4iction u>efticicnts of roiz[ures for gloss nn gloss

3Na

ti3

14n

Component t
Cnncentrnfion

per cent
Component z Conccn/ration

per cent
Friction coefficient

pure nmlic ncid roa 0.6c

Oleic acid rg acetic acid St afn_

So So 0.6z

68 3^- 0.57

$a rG o.4G

Hvc oleic acid rm osg

pure acetic ncid rm 0.60

\Valcr ;r.6 a[el is acid ~-0 0.56

70 ,o 0.57

9z H o.5z

Pure water too 0.90

pure eflryl alcohol ro0 o.7z

Water $-0 etI61 nlmh0l 9t.G 0.G6

zt Td.R o.G7

45 3 54.7 a.6g

67.6 3z.4 o.6S

99.0 G.o 0.67

ftrrc water r00 o.ga

that of the latter component when acetic acid exceeds 3o per cents in amount. 

This indicates that the acetic acid is adsorbed on glass surface, preferentially. 
There are, however, many unk~iotan Glctors affecting the 6'iction and the quanti-

tative discussion cannot be done so far. 
   It is a well known fact that the mixture of water and alcohol has a 

maximum viscosity. There is found no such maximum in the curve of frictiai 
coefficient, which is another proof of the indelxndence of viscosity and boundary 
friction. 

       Friction Coefficient, Sedimentation Volume and Thixotropy. 

    ~Ve have measured the sedimentation volumes of powders, the ghkss powder 
for example, in liquids, and [ound that the powder lus larger sedimentation 

volume in a nonpolar liquid than in a polar one"~. If, howcveq a minute quantity 

of fatty substance is added to the nonpolar solvent, then the sedimentation volume 
decreases remarkably. The change of the sedimentation volume of the glass 

powder in toluene by the addition of oleic acid is shown in Table IV and Fig. 7. 

    q) It. Akmnatq Bu/(. C/um. Soc. fafrrrr, 13, 4$~ 0938}

(1940)



Concen[rntion
.( oleic acid u

101uene

txr cent

:xdima•ntniion
volume

(mlative .aloe)

0

(pure lolncne)
t.oo

o.oz 0.90

o.t 0.35

0.5 0.79

Y.0 0.79

t.9 0.73

fl J. SAnIFSIIInL1, IL A 

       'Ihbl
e IV. 

  Sedimentation rolnme of glaav 

        ponder in toluene r•o 

 Concen[rntion °^ 
of oleic acid in :xdimentaiion                      volume ° 

~ 
   Ixr cent fmlative value) ' °'                                            c̀ 

       o t.m - (pure rolncne)                                                     o.S         o.oz o.rp ;S 
        o.t o.SS 

       0.5 0.79                                                     0.7 
       Y.o 0.79 0 

        t.9 0.78 '1'0l 

    Thus the curve of sedimentation 

with the curve of friction coefficie. 

adsorbed on the surfaces of glass 1 

powders slide each other and finally 

    it can generally be said that 

sedimentation volume and thi~otropic 

by the ]oosc.packing of a system. 

added to such a system, then the Il 

examplq the mixnire of glass I~r, 

which, however, becomes non-thixotr 

acid. 'Chic can be explained as the 

the adsorption of oleic acid. 

            Friction Coefficient 

   IIardy found that the value of 

dependent of the quantity of the ]ub 

of liquid°j. Langmuir devised a ntetl 

acid on a glass plate10j which then 

possible to deposit succesive layers c 

   Let a small quantity of fatty a 

monomolecrtlar film. The, area of th 

anct a "piston oil ".. Now-a glass ) 

      lo) I. Lnngmuir, Tmru. Amrd. Sor., IS.. 
      it) k. B. B]odGett, f. Anr. Chem. Sx.,

 1canlA•ru

          9fiI~1t~~i~1 Vol. 

AND T. IS15n1UHA Vol.

3Na14n

SIV

         o r zgb 
          'Toluene -. Oleic uid 

_ Fig. 7. 

limen[ation volume (Pig. y) is of quite the same form 

n coefficient (rig. 5). The oleic acid is selectively 

of glass powders, and "lubricate " them, so that the 

tnd finally settle in the state of close packing. 

said that there is the parallelism between the large 

thixotropic nature, for both of these phenomena occur 

t system. liut a small quantity of fatty sttbstancc is 

hen the thixotropic nature is entirely desh•oyed. ]ror 

 glass lx~wdcr with toluene is distinctly thixotropic, 

non-thixotropic by the addition of t per cent of oleic 

icd as the result of lubrication of the glass surface by 

d. 

Coefficients of Monomolecular Films. 

e value of [Lu coefficient of friction is practically in-

of the lubricating liquid, or the thickness of the film 

sed a method of delwsiting monomolccular film of oleic 

which then was improved by 131odgett and was made 

ve layers of fatty acid on a solid surface'o. 

of fatty acid spread on the surface of water making 

,area of the film is confined by using a boundary thread 

v-a glass plate is dipped edgewise in. such a water and 

1mrd. Sor., I5, fig Q9m} 
r. Chem. Sx., 57, roo7 tr935)~

(1940)
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withdrawn slowly, then a monomolecular film of fatty acid will be deposited on 

the glass plate. ]f the process is repeated once more, then the plate is covered 

with three molecular layers and so on. 

    By this method, the have made the film of known thickness on a glass plate, 

and have measured the coefficient of static friction of such a glass surface. The 

tap water was used for the underlying water of monomolecular (loafing film, the 

hydrogen ion concenfra[ion of which is plI=y.3 and contains some calcium ion. 

Some examples of the esperintcnta] results under various conditions arc given in 

Table V. 
                                       'I'ablc V. 

             Friction aw/ilciem (nr glass on glass in the pre ence f( siuari< acid lilm

(1940)

Surface of plate

Clean glass 

Glass covered willr the film of 
  stenric acid of r-nu decular layer 

1'he same of 3-molecular layer 

Clean gloss 

Class covered with the hlm n( 
 stenric acid of r-molecular lacer

Surface of slider

Clean gloss 

Ae:m glass 

Clean glass 

Glass ~nvcred with [hc lilm of 
  stenric acid of r-moleudar layer 

Class covered with the lihn of 
  stenric acid of nmo]ecular layer

Friction cm~tienl

r.oq 

O.l I 

oaa 

034 

a-rr

    \Ve see, from Table V, that the friction is somewhat larger when the slider 

is covered with film and the plate is clean than the case of the clean slider and 

covered plate. '1 he slider surface is in contact .vith the plate at a very small 

area if not at a point. So the monomolecular film of stenric acid on the slider 

is liable t9 be turn ofC at this contact point, and in consequence of this the 
friction becomes largo. It is necessaq-, therefore, to deposit the film on the 

surface of plate in the study of the friction of films. 

    The results of the measurements arc summarized in Table VI. T'he data in 

this table have Leen obtained when the surface of plate is covered with the 

monomolecular film of the substances, tl;e slider surface being clean. The "piston 

oil " used in the deposition of the film is also shown in the table. 

    From Table VI we see that there are little differences of the coefficients of 
friction among these substances, provided that the thickness of film is onc-

molecular. If the "piston oil " is changed from castor oil to oleic acid, there 
occurs, generally, a small change iti the friction coefficient. Castor oil gives 

larger value of fcictiuu than oleic acid. This may be explained by the fact that 

oleic acid has greater surface pressure (about 3o dynes) than . castor oil (about 17 
dynes), so the former deposits the film in ntorc compressed state than the latter,.
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         Table Vl. 

Friction cne(ftienl for glus nn glus in the 

    prcuncc n( nummnolcculnr lilm.

" I'is'Inn oil "
Film suLsfance

Castnr nil Oleic acid

Sfearic acid o.rz uro

Pnlmitic acid o.r3 o.fo

Myrisfic and o.zo an

Immric acid o.r3 o.c8

Oleic ncirl o.~u O.Iq

Ricinolcic acid 0.15 o.r±

Tripalmitice o.tq

          'F
able VII. 

I'riclion prcflicicnt fnr glas on glass in the 

prexnce of mono- and ImIY-mnlecular lilm

Thickness of Iim fiLn
I'almitic

acid IiLn
Oleic

acid lilm

No lilro (clean ti>~) i.0q i.oq
'
i•Afolctular layer o.io 0.iq

3-nlolecuLnr layer 0.09 o.ro

5-rtnlexdar la)rer 0.07 0.rb

pN0leculnr Inycr o-ob 0.t5

gDt0lecnlu layer o.~ o.r8

i bllfulecular layer 0.07

   Relatively large ditTerence of friction is detected by the change o[ "piston 

oil " in the case of myristic acid. Myristic acid mal:es an expanded film and the 

compressibility of the film is larger than other substances which make the con-

densed film. 

    The friction coefficients of the films thicker than three-molecular layer are 

given in Table VII. The measurements have been done on palmitic acid and 

oleic acid. Oleic acid has been used for the. "piston oil " in the deposition of 

the films. 

    Thistable shows th;d there is almost no change in~ the value of the friction 

coefficient in spite of the change of thickness of the film. The presence of the 

film of only one molecular layer reduces the friction coeflicient to about one 

tenth of the clean glass surface, but almost no further reduction takes place by the 

increase of the thickness of film. This is a remarkable hct. In the film deposited 

by Blodgett's method, al] of the oil molecules take the vertical position on the 

glass surface. The polar group of the oil molecule contacts with the surface of 

glass, and the nonpolar }rydrocarbon group directs to the air. It is lwssible that 

such a regular arrangement of molecules favours the lubricating power more than 

the irregular arrangement, We can deposit the film on glass surface by means 
of the condensation of vapour or the evaporation of solvent from the solution. 

These methods, however, give less regular arrangement of molecules than 

Blodgett's method. The Diction coefficient of oleic acid was measured to be 

about 0.3 in the case of the film deposited by the- evaporation of the benzene 

solution. It was already reported that the friction coefficient of oleic acid is o.zg 

when the glass surface is flooded with the liquid oil. Thus we see that the 

regular arrangement of oil molecules gives smaller friction coefficient than the 

irregular arrangement.

(1940)
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                             Summary. 

    The method of measuring the static boundary friction cocFficient has been 

described. The friction coefficients have been measured of alcohols, organic acids, 

esters, hydrocarbons, etc. for glass on glass and for silver on silver, as well as 
of binary solutions of some organic substances for glass on glass. The friction of 

organic liquid in one homologous series decreases' with the increase of the 

molecular weight, eslxeially in the case of silver surfaces. In the solution of fatty 

acid in hydrocarbon, the friction only depends upon the solute and not the 
solvent The selective adsorption of polar substance to the glass s'ur(ace may 

account for this fact. The sedimentation volume and the thisotropic nature of 

powder are in some relations with the 6~iction coefficient. 
    "1'he friction coefficients have been measured of mono- and poly-molecular 

films of fatty acids on glass. The presence of the monomolecular film of a fatty 

acid reduces the friction to about one tenth of the clean glass surface, but no 

further reduction [al:es place by the increase of the tliiclcncss of the film. The 

regular arrangement of oil molecules gives smaller friction coefficient than the 

irregular arrangement. 
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